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bring a message of hope to all of us who live instinc-
tively The lecture explained that the plant manages
to live its life and direct its destiny by means of ceaseless
messages which are sent out from each part to every
other part a kind of correspondence course of education
The messages are missives, actual recipes of right living
the plant5 s inspired book of holy living and holy dying
Each recipe arrives unerringly like a letter sent by
post It is taken in, and promptly acted on, and so
each part of the plant grows harmoniously and it is this
harmony which gives the world of plants its supreme
beauty It all seemed to me simple and lovely as an
old fairy tale, and so I begged Bennett to read it We
were sailing in the Channel on his yacht The next day
he came up to the top of the companion way where
I was sitting, and sat down beside me with a copy of
the lecture m his hand As was usual when he was
much moved by emotion, Bennett began to stutter I
sat quiet, for I had long ago discovered that to try to
help him out with a word was the surest way to em-
barrass him all the more Presently the words gushed
out "That" he said, pointing to the pamphlet, "is
the real thing Why do we writers go on writing about
nothing?" Was there ever a more generous soul than
Arnold, anyone more glad to appreciate or to give
praise? And the praise which Arnold gave was always
sweet because it was never insincere When Arnold
Bennett died, I expected all the world to pay tribute
to that great and discriminating generosity which
he was so quick to give to the young writers of fajs
day Perhaps the tribute was paid, though it seemed
to me that there was less of it than he deserved
Arnold Bennett and H G Wells had, I think, the
right idea about science Wells, of course, has it more
clearly, for, as everyone who reads his books must
know, he went through a course of scientific training
in his youth Arnold had it too Perhaps he got it
from Wells, to whom he was devoted Perhaps he got
it from the habit of inviting scientific men now and then

